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MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN

Executive Summary
Pittsburgh’s Oakland neighborhood is home
to the third largest employment center in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania after Center City
Philadelphia and Downtown Pittsburgh. Oakland
has become a leader in Pittsburgh’s post-industrial
renaissance and enjoys a level of growth rare in
the American rust belt. Just two miles down the
Monongahela River, the Hazelwood neighborhood
offers a contrast. Once home to a prosperous
steel mill, today Hazelwood is economically and
geographically isolated from other Pittsburgh
neighborhoods. The streets to and from the
neighborhood are already close to or over capacity
at rush hour and any road widening could potentially
destroy the remaining urban character of the
neighborhood. Hazelwood is incorporated into the
Port Authority’s network; however, no direct routes
exist between the neighborhood and Oakland.

medical care and entertainment to the residents of
Hazelwood as well as the neighborhoods in between.
The result of hundreds of combined hours of
consensus building, planning, and engineering, the
Mon-Oakland Mobility Plan brings this connection
to the residents surrounding Junction Hollow. The
proposal to create a publicly owned and accessible
microtransit route to operate continuously between
the neighborhoods of Hazelwood, Greenfield, FourMile Run, South Oakland, and Oakland. Along with

it, a proposed network of bicycle and pedestrian
routes will enable non-motorized transportation
between these neighborhoods.
The Mon-Oakland Mobility Plan thoroughly
documents the public process that created the
proposed mobility corridor. The Plan is laid out in
chronological order to best capture the evolution
of the corridor as more and more residents were
engaged from the Fall of 2017 to the Spring of 2018.

The Hazelwood neighborhood is expected to see
major growth in the future due to the redevelopment
of the steel mill site - today dubbed Hazelwood
Green - and with that redevelopment, the potential
for significant increases in congestion.
The direct connection of Hazelwood - an icon
of Pittsburgh’s industrial past - to Oakland - the
image of its high-tech future - via alternative
modes of transportation will provide a wealth of
new employment opportunities and access to

The Proposed Mobility Corridor
MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN
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The Team
CORE TEAM

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

The Department of Mobility and
Several neighborhoods surround
Infrastructure (DOMI) and the Urban
the proposed mobility corridor, each
Redevelopment Authority (URA) hired
with strong, unique identities. The
the local Urban Design Studio at
project team developed a robust
Michael Baker International (UDS) to
public engagement strategy that
undertake planning, urban design,
incorporated several meetings at the
preliminary engineering, and public
individual, neighborhood, and study
outreach efforts. This became the core
area levels. Through these meetings,
team for the project team for the Monthe project team engaged with the
Oakland Mobility Plan. The team’s
following to solicit input on the mobility
main task was to create an alternative
corridor:
mobility concept that would provide
• The South Oakland Neighborhood
new transit connections for the
• Oakland Business Improvement
residents of Hazelwood, Greenfield,
District
•
Hazelwood
Green
Four-Mile Run, and Oakland. The
• Greater Hazelwood Collaborative
project team, seeking to build
• Greenfield Community Association
community consensus, created a
methodology of extensive public
• Hazelwood Initiative
consultation and engagement.
• Squirrel Hill Urban Coalition
•

Oakland Planning and Development Corp.

GREENFIELD
COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION

GREATER
HAZELWOOD
COMMUNITY
COLLABORATIVE
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HAZELWOOD
GREEN

OAKLAND BID

COMMUNITY RESIDENTS

PROJECT PARTNERS

In addition to community partners
Residents
from
the
four
and residents, the project team
neighborhoods and Squirrel Hill
collaborated with the Pittsburgh
were engaged to help develop the
Parks Conservancy (PPC),
potential mobility routes. The project
the Port Authority, and Bike
team reached out and hosted three
Pittsburgh as project partners.
large events in different locations
These organizations were
to engage in conversations about
invited to provide input on all
the options, and solicit their input.
alternatives and impact on
alternative mobility, transit
•
Four Mile Run
and the park.
•
Greenfield
•
•
•

Hazelwood
South Oakland
Squirrel Hill

The Study Area
The study area incorporates adjoining neighborhoods most impacted by a mobility corridor in Junction Hollow. This includes Oakland, South Oakland, Four-Mile Run,
Schenley Park, Squirrel Hill, Greenfield, and Hazelwood. Each of these neighborhoods played a vital role in the creation of this mobility plan.
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How we got here
THE NEED
The Department for Mobility and Infrastructure
conducted a series of studies on the need of
the Hazelwood, Greenfield, and Four Mile Run
Neighborhoods. These neighborhoods suffered a
decline in income and population after the closure
of the J&L Steel Mill. In close proximity, Oakland
is the third largest employment center in the
state. Creating a public transportation system that
connects these two contrasting nodes is important.
Based on the intial desktop exercise, most people
who live in zip code 15207 work in the Central
Business District, however a large majority commute
to Oakland.

INCOME + COSTS
Housing + Transportation Index

City of Pittsburgh
•
•

Zip Code 15207(Hazelwood, Greenfield,
Glen Hazel)
• Avg. HH Income = $39,886
• % residents below the poverty level –19.3%
• Unemployment –10%
Housing + Transportation Costs (Zip Code
15207)
• 44% of total household income
• Housing costs = 23%

TRANSPORTATION

DESTINATIONS

Cost of Mobility

Top 10 Work Locations

•

Central Business District
North Oakland
West/Central Oakland
Strip District
South Oakland
South Side Works
RIDC Park/Fox Chapel
Uptown
East Liberty
South Side

•
•
•
•
•
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Average HH income = $52,499
Unemployment –4.7%

Average auto ownership cost -$8,700 per
year per vehicle (excluding parking)
21% of households have no access to a
private vehicle
32% of households own 1 vehicle
41% of households own 2 or more vehicles
Average transit pass cost -$1,067 per year
Average bicycle commuting cost -$350 to
$1100 per year

Study Area Main Issues

HIGHLY-CONGESTED CORRIDORS
PLANNED HIGH-DENSITY DEVELOPMENT

NO DIRECT TRANSPORTATION ROUTES
Junction Hollow severely limits access between
Oakland and neighborhoods on the Monongahela
River. Vehicles coming from Four Mile Run,
Greenfield, and Hazelwood have few routes
available to access Oakland’s wealth of jobs, health
care centers, and businesses. Bus routes in these
neighborhoods either completely bypass Oakland
to go downtown or have roundabout routes that
add time to commuters’ trips. Poor weather can
also make these trips less predictable. Bicycle and
pedestrian options for Oakland access are available
for those near the shared-use trail through Junction
Hollow, though this trail is cut off from Greenfield
by topography and Hazelwood by distance. South
Oakland is completely cut off from walking and
cycling to neighborhoods on the other side of
Junction Hollow and to the Monongahela River.

As development and redevelopment opportunities
arise in the Hazelwood neighborhood, any new
development will add to the already congested streets
that connect the Monongahela neighborhoods
to Oakland. As an example, Hazelwood Green is
primed for redevelopment, offering 178 acres
of land. Hazelwood Green is Pittsburgh’s largest
redevelopment opportunity and one of the largest
single parcel urban redevelopment sites in the
nation. Cleared and gridded, the site is ready for a
large-scale developer to bring mixed-use living and
tech industry opportunities to the city. This influx of
new residents will further burden the transportation
network for all those living and driving through
the study area if not met with sound, additional
transportation opportunities.

Pittsburgh’s topography combined with disjointed
grid patterns has resulted in congested corridors.
For the neighborhoods in the study area, the most
congested corridors are Second Avenue/Irvine
Street, Bates Street, Boulevard of the Allies, Forbes
Avenue, and Fifth Avenue. With these streets being
major routes to and through Oakland’s business
district, commutes to Oakland by car and transit are
long despite the close proximity. Many residents opt
for walking and cycling to access Oakland, however
most of the street network is not conducive for these
alternative modes of transportation.

MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN
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Study Area Conditions

TOPOGRAPHY

BUS ROUTES TO OAKLAND

TRANSIT RIDERSHIP

This map illustrates the topographic contours
of the study area. Dark green shading indicates
steep slopes. Junction Hollow and Hollow Run
are significant barriers to access between
Oakland and Four Mile Run, Greenfield, and
Hazelwood.

This map illustrates the current Port Authority
transit options in the study area. Blue routes
have Oakland stops, though they do not
directly connect Greenfield and Hazelwood
to Oakland. Pink routes bypass Oakland,
traveling to Downtown Pittsburgh instead.
Transit times varies depending on traffic and
weather.

This map illustrates areas of high transit
usage. The shaded areas indicate parts of
neighborhoods that have 20% bus ridership
or higher.

Source: PASDA 2006
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Source: Port Authority of Allegheny County

Source: U.S. Census 2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

Study Area Conditions

POPULATION DENSITY

WALKING AND BIKING

CAR OWNERSHIP

This map illustrates areas of high population
density. The blue shaded areas indicate parts
of neighborhoods that have a population
density higher than that of the city of
Pittsburgh as a whole, which is about 5,500
people per square mile.

This map illustrates areas of high cyclist and
pedestrian activity. The shaded areas indicate
parts of neighborhoods where a quarter or
more of the people living there walk or bike
to work. Currently, the most direct bicycle/
pedestrian route for residents from Hazelwood
is via Second Avenue/Irvine Street. This street
has no sidewalks or bicycle facilities.

This map illustrates areas of low car
ownership. The shaded areas indicate parts
of neighborhoods where a third or more of the
people living there do not own an automobile.

Source: U.S. Census 2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

Source: U.S. Census 2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates

Source: U.S. Census 2016 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Public Meeting 1 : November 14 - 15, 2017
The Mon-Oakland Mobility Plan kicked off with the
first meeting at the Jewish Community Center in
Squirrel Hill on November 14th and 15th. Here, DOMI
and URA provided information on demographics,
travel patterns, employment centers, and other data
to help inform the planning of mobility connections.
They found that a lack of transportation options
disproportionately burdened residents to the
south of Junction Hollow including Greenfield, Four
Mile Run, and Hazelwood. Working to provide a
new connection to Pennsylvania’s third largest
employment center - Oakland - DOMI and URA used
the direct feedback of area residents to inform the
creation of five possible alternatives for a mobility
corridor. Those options were:
Bates Street: Incorporating a route on Bates 		
Street to Oakland
Hollow Run: Reconstructing the bike/ped path as
is and incorporating mobility services
CSX Railroad: Using one of the railways that goes
through the Hollow
Juno/Swinburne: Incorporating a route across
the Swinburne Bridge to Juno Street
Schenley Park: Creating a connected trail system
through Schenley Park
These alternatives are featured in full on the
following pages.
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Geographical key for attendee comments

Origin-Destination map

Attendees view the PWSA Green Infrastructure
Presentation

Public Meeting 1: Attendees List
We would like to acknowledge and thank the participation of the following residents.
Hanna Beigntley
Grace Edwards
Margret Krauss
Mary Shaw
Bram Reichbarr
Geoff Campbell
Michele Gorman
Klaus Librertus
Andrew DeWitt
Christi Dandrea
Sean Crist
Max Hedann
Yale Cohen
Justin Macey
Tim Hindes
Ron Leraci
Jim Leonard
Sam Grego
Lucinda Beattie
Rebecca Kiernan
Elissa Goughnour
Laura Vincent
Josh Jedlicktt
Carlin Giampolo
Mike Coumos
Eric Boerer

Rick Feder
Zoe Hardas
Nick Hardas
Marc Kelly
Kryn Savsedo
Angela Friederman
Jonathan Schwatz
Tom Wolper
Kristen Macey
Lennon Macey
Icelyn Macey
Jeff Newman
Aly Shaw
Danna Cascone
Mike Vincent
Mike Holchan
Barbara Jenson
Don Beck
Phyllis Beck
Tom Weber
Pat Weber
Pat Stragar
Alex Lackner
Stacey Vernillis
Thomas D'andrea
Marc Yergin

Neil Frbach
Andrew McGuier
Tom Hoffman
Roy Weil
Paul Heckbert
Ann Belser
Laura Wrens
Leah Nicolich-Henlin
Fran Bertonasohi
Barb Warwick
Ellen Gula
John Gula
Matt Smuts
Marian Lien
Lina Kunst Vavro
Sonya Tilghirman
Randall Damron
Andrea Boykowycz
Kate StJohn
Patty Epps
Gravin White
Ryan Morden
Kristen Macey
Justin Macey
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Public Meeting 1 Results: Mobility Plan Goals
From the first public meeting, the project team developed six project goals. These goals reflect the concerns
and desires of the affected residents. The goals stipulate that the Mon-Oakland Mobility Plan must:

ECONOMICAL
Support City/Regional economic development
objectives: specifically the reinvestment into the
Hazelwood neighborhood.

IMPLEMENTABLE
Be constructed/implemented
concurrent with green
infrastructure improvements
(within the next two years.)

NEIGHBORHOODPRESERVING
Preserve or enhance
neighborhood health, safety, and
quality of life.

10 MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN

SUSTAINABLE
Support citywide sustainability
objectives including increased
mass transit/bicycle/walking
mode share and reduced

PROJECT
GOALS

CONNECTED
Meet existing and near term
forecasted mobility gaps
and increase connectivity
and equitable access to
opportunity.

PARK-PRESERVING
Work within the Green
Infrastructure Plan and Park
Environment. Minimize visual
impact on Schenley Park.

Public Meeting 1 Results: Bates Street
Alternative - Bates Street

OPPORTUNITY
Bates Street is an existing corridor that connects Oakland/South
Oakland to Second Avenue. Bates Street also has access to
the Interstate. This option would allow easy integration of South
Oakland to the microtransit.
Existing

CHALLENGE
Bates Street is a two lane road, which currently is above capacity
on week days. The right-of-way cannot be extended without
significant buying of private property and slope mitigation.

SUSTAINABLE
Because of the limited right-of-way, biking and safe pedestrian
solutions cannot be integrated

CONNECTED
Street is at capacity; will not increase reliable transit

PARK-PRESERVING
This option does not impact any park land

NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVING
Existing housing and business along Bates would need to be
relocated to add right of way

IMPLEMENTABLE
Because of the slope and right-of-way challenges, this solution
is not implementable in the next two years

ECONOMICAL
Traffic

LEGEND
Bates Street
Neighborhoods

OPPORTUNITIES

- Established Existing Corridor that Can
Be Reivented Easily
- Interstate Access
- Easy Access to Second Avenue and
Southside

MON-OAKLAND

CHALLENGES

- High Volume of Traffic on Lower Bates
Street
- Challenging Grades Along Route
- Narrow and Congested Parking and
Residential Area in Upper Bates Street

Supports financial connection between Oakland and the South
Side, but microtransit using Second Ave will face congestion
MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN
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Public Meeting 1 Results: Hollow Run
Alternative - Hollow Run

OPPORTUNITY
This options builds on the existing right of way of the historic road
that ran through the park. Boundary Street connected the current
street on Oakland to the end at the Four-Mile Run neighborhood.
Existing
Existing

CHALLENGE
This option would use right-of-way that has been turned into park.

SUSTAINABLE
Concept

Would increase reliable mass transit, and enhance existing
bicycle and walking trails

CONNECTED
Can meet mobility gaps with existing communities

PARK-PRESERVING
This option will impact the park by creating a path for the
microtransit in the middle of the park
Existing

Existing

NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVING
This route impacts Four Mile Run neighborhood by running
the microtransit on existing neightborhood roads

IMPLEMENTABLE
Can be implementable within two years

ECONOMICAL
Concept

Undetermined
Rail Crossings

LEGEND
Hollow Run
Neighborhoods

OPPORTUNITIES

- Minimal Earthwork and Widening
Required

12 MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN

MON-OAKLAND

CHALLENGES

- High Volume of Traffic on Lower Bates
Street
- Challenging Grades Along Route
- Narrow and Congested Parking and
Residential Area in Upper Bates Street

Supports economic objectives by connecting Oakland with
Four-Mile Run, and Greenfield

Public Meeting 1 Results: CSX Railroad ROW
Alternative - CSX Railroad ROW

OPPORTUNITY
This option recommends using one of the existing rail beds to
create the space for the mobility system. It can potentially link
this neighborhood with others in the city.

Existing
Existing

CHALLENGE
There are two tracks that combine to one as they approach
Oakland. Working with CSX to combine these two tracks into one
earlier would be challenging as negotiating with CSX is difficult.

SUSTAINABLE
Concept

Because of the proximity to existing working track, would
limit the types of modal options

CONNECTED
Can created a large mobility solution with other
neighborhoods

PARK-PRESERVING

This option does not impact any park land

NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVING
This option would not impact any neighborhoods

IMPLEMENTABLE
Because of negotiations with CSX, would not be
implementable in two years

ECONOMICAL
Need
Negotiation
with Rail Lines

LEGEND
CSX Railroad ROW
Neighborhoods

OPPORTUNITIES
Can Use Existing Rail Bed
Can Link Several More Distant
Neighborhoods

MON-OAKLAND

CHALLENGES
Need Negotiation with Rail Lines
to Remove Rail
Proximity to Rail Limits Modal
Options

Supports economic objectives by connecting Oakland with
Hazelwood Green site more than the neighborhoods
MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN
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Public Meeting 1 Results: Juno / Swinburne Street
Alternative - Juno/Swinburne Street

OPPORTUNITY
This options builds on the existing Juno Street right of way and
connects to the existing Swinburne Street. Because it is on the
slopes, would keep system out of any potential flooding area.

Existing

CHALLENGE
There are major topographic challenges, including active landslide
areas that would render this option not safe.
(Please see “Geotechnical Inverstigation” page 17)

SUSTAINABLE
Concept

Can increase mass transit and service to Oakland and
South Oakland neighborhood

CONNECTED
Can meet mobility gaps with existing communities

PARK-PRESERVING
This option preserves the park

NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVING
This option does not impact any neighborhood

IMPLEMENTABLE
This option can not be implemented in two years because
of the extensive engineering studies and construction cost

ECONOMICAL
Topographical
Challenges

LEGEND
Juno/Swinburne Street
MON-OAKLAND
14 Neighborhoods

OPPORTUNITIES
CHALLENGES
Transportation Engages Neighbor- Topographic Challenges (Hill
Cutting and Leveling)
hoods PLAN
MOBILITY
Does Not Use Existing
Outside of Flooding Area
Infrastructure

MON-OAKLAND

Connection from Oakland to Hazelwood Green, direct
access to other neighborhoods is minimal

Public Meeting 1 Results: Schenley Park
Alternative - Schenley Park

OPPORTUNITY
The only opportunity is to connect to the park, using existing
trails.

CHALLENGE
This option is not a direct connection to Oakland; there are
extreme topographical challenges and will impact the park
greatly.

SUSTAINABLE
Option can connect neighborhoods through the park

CONNECTED
There is room to create different trails and right of ways to
fit all mobility solutions

PARK-PRESERVING
This option directly impacts the park
Existing

NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVING
This option would not impact any neighborhoods

IMPLEMENTABLE
Further engineering studies would have to be undertaken to
understand the slopes and landslide conditions
Concept

Limited
Connections to
Oakland

LEGEND
Schenley Park
Neighborhoods

OPPORTUNITIES
Connects to Park
Builds on Existing Trails

MON-OAKLAND

CHALLENGES
No Connection to Oakland
Extreme Topographical Challenges
in a Protected Area

ECONOMICAL
Weak connection to Oakland minimizes the economic
benefit to the neighborhoods
MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN
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Geotechnical Investigation: Sylvan Avenue
As part of the proposed route engineering studies,
Michael Baker conducted desktop research and a
site reconnaissance for Sylvan Avenue. The USGS
has identified the Sylvan Ave. slope as having soil
and rock materials susceptible to landsliding. There
are numerous old slides above and below the old
roadway. Stratigraphically, Sylvan Avenue is located
within the Pittsburgh red beds at the northern limits
of the roadway, approximate 100 feet above Irvine
Street. The site elevations range from 814 feet at the
north end of the roadway and approximately 948 feet
at the southern end of the roadway. The Pittsburgh
red beds (sedimentary rocks, consist of sandstone,
siltstone, and shale) are historically associated
with landsliding and deep-seated landslides. No
evidence of deep seated failures was identified.
Urban fill dominates the slope area immediately
above Sylvan Avenue along the northern limits of
the existing roadway. Gilpin-Upshur complex soils
(GQF) occupy the slope above the southern limits of
the roadway and the slope below the roadway.
The northern end of the road bed is founded in the
Pittsburgh red beds. The Ames limestone outcrops
at approximate elevation 797 feet on the slope. Red
beds typical extend 25 feet above Ames (Unnamed
red beds – 797 to 822 feet) to 50 feet below
(Pittsburgh red beds – 797 to 747 feet). The North
end of the roadway has vertical exposures of the
Birmingham Sandstone and Shale, and Duquesne

16 MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN

GREENFIELD

Sylvan Avenue and Hillside

limestone, which are rockfall generators. Rockfall
material has accumulated at the toe of the slope.
There are two large historic slides near the midpoint of the roadway (below Bigelow Street and the
Bud Hammer Ball field) in two large existing ravines.
The slides appeared to have originated in nonengineered urban fill and areas of pasting dumping
in the ravines above the roadway. The slide material
has been deposited on the roadway and the slope
below.
•

There is a Peoples gas line that extends within a
majority of the corridor.

•

Seeps and springs exist along the toe of slope
above the roadway.

Preliminary Recommendations:
1. Further investigate other potential constraints,
including existing storm water infrastructure,
utilities, and right of way along the roadway.
2. Implement a subsurface investigation
to confirm site constraints and urban fill
thicknesses above and along the roadway.
3. Control surface and subsurface water before,
during, and after construction. The control
of water will be paramount to the stability of
the corridor. Capture and control all seeps,
springs, and surface run off and convey and
discharge to toe of slope. Do not discharge
onto slope below roadway.
4. Localized rock scaling and fall removal and
protection will be required at northern end.

Geotechnical Investigation: Panther Hollow
As part of the Juno Street - Swinburne alternative,
a geotechnical literature review was conducted.
Junction Hollow is an existing approximately 150foot- deep partially wooded valley bordering the
west flanks of Schenley Park and the campus of
Carnegie Mellon University and the southern edge
of the University of Pittsburgh's campus. The valley
is occupied by Four Mile Run, which has been
captured and piped to the Monongahela River. The
Junction Hollow Trail and the Pittsburgh Junction
Railroad (CSX) traverse the valley. Juno Street
currently terminates roughly 300 feet north of the
Charles Anderson Memorial Bridge. An option for
the cart-way would connect to Swinburne Street
roughly 1000 feet south of the bridge. This would
require approximately one quarter mile of new cartway along the hillside.

landslides. An active slide was identified during the
mapping circa 1978, in the urban fill area.

Preliminary Recommendations:
1. Consider routes that avoid the active landslide
and other landslide susceptible soils and
Pittsburgh red beds within the west valley
slope.
2. A cart-way along the western slope would
likely require anchored retaining structures,
deep foundations, slope drainage, and other
slope stabilization measures.

Literature Findings: Project soils have been
identified as landslide susceptible soils.
Urban fill (UCE) dominates the slope area south of
Boulevard of the Allies Bridge to Swinburne Street.
A river terrace deposit has been mapped at the top
of the valley slope. The river terrace deposit is the
Carmichaels formation and has been associated
with perched groundwater, springs, seepage and
landslides. Stratigraphically, the west slope of
Junction Hollow is located within the Pittsburgh
red beds. The Pittsburgh red beds are historically
associated with landsliding and deep-seated
MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN
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Public Meeting 2: January 18, 2018
Using the five alternatives developed from the first
public meeting, the project team hosted a meeting
in Greenfield on January 18th, 2018. The meeting
began with an informal meet and greet where the
public could view the five alternatives and potential
mobility options. Due to engineering analyses, the
project team had already determined that two of the
alternatives were not feasible. Bates Street cannot
handle extra capacity at this time as no unused
right-of-way is available and the street is heavily
congested. Juno Street would require extensive
engineering to protect a cartway from landslides.
Though the project team determined these two not
feasible, the public was invited to identify potential
strengths and weaknesses of each of the five
alternatives and the proposed mobility options.

Attendees discuss the project with the project
team

Alternatives

The project team shared a brief presentation on
the progress of the project. Neighborhood groups
were then invited to present their thoughts and
concerns for the future of the study area. After all
participating neighborhoods spoke, the floor was
opened to general questions.
Following the question and answer period, the project
team facilitated an exercise based on determining
the opportunities each alternative offered and the
threats they posed. In collecting this data from the
participants, the project team worked to minimize
negative impacts and maximize benefits through the
creation of a preferred alternative.

18 MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN

Attendee examines a display board

Individual Neighborhood Groups give ideas and
desires through presentations

LEGEND
The
alternatives
displayed together to guide
Hollowfive
Run
Neighborhoods
Juno/Swinburne Street
the
discussion
CSX Railroad ROW
Schenley Park
Bates Street

MON-OAKLAND

Attendees engage the project team in a roundtable
discussion of the alternatives

Public Meeting 2: Attendees List
We would like to acknowledge and thank the participation of the following residents.

MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN
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Public Meeting 2: Attendees List
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Transportation Modes
Throughout the public process, the project team engaged residents on the modes of transportation that
would occupy the mobility corridor. Discussions covered a wide range of options from full-sized buses to
bicycles. The options are discussed here in full.

Full-sized Bus: Residents were opposed to the idea
of running 60’ buses through Junction Hollow due
to their size, intensity, and perceived pollution and
noise factor.
Light Rail: Some residents believed that rail
would offer a high-quality solution to transit needs.
However, the combination of rail being the costliest
form of transit and the low population density of the
area made this option infeasible.
Personal Vehicles: Residents were strongly
opposed to opening Junction Hollow to personal
vehicles, believing that this would create yet an
other congested corridor to Oakland and lead to a
decrease in air quality and an increase in noise.
Driverless Shuttle: The majority of residents
were not opposed to an autonomous vehicle (AV)
driverless shuttle but had strong reservations and
conditions for its use in Junction Hollow. Many
residents were concerned that a shared path could
lead to safety conflicts between the AV and cyclists
and pedestrians using the path though the Hollow.
Residents were also concerned about the operating
company of the AV, expressing a strong desire to
keep it publicly owned and operated.

Electric Shuttle: Many residents were not opposed
to the incorporation of an electric shuttle in Junction
Hollow. Many saw the use of a human driver as a
positive while some recognized this would limit the
hours of operation. Many residents agreed that
the shuttle would need to be public and handicap
accessible. Many also agreed that the shuttle should
not contribute to congestion on quiet neighborhood
streets.
E-Bike and Bicycle: Residents were in favor of
maintaining bicycle usage within the Hollow and
generally approved of the idea of adding an electric
bike (e-bike) bikeshare system to the area. However,
some expressed dissatisfaction in the idea if the
bikeshare system would replace a transit system
due to the fact that bicycles are not accessible to
everyone.
Selected Options: After collecting public input on
the possible mode options for this mobility corridor
during the second public meeting, the low-impact
options including bike share and microtransit
were the most popular modal choices. The term
microtransit in this plan includes both autonomous
shuttles and electric shuttles, which are roughly the
same dimensions.

Meeting attendees examine potential
transportation options for the mobility corridor
MON-OAKLAND MOBILITY PLAN
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Transportation Modes

BIKE SHARE AND E-BIKE

ELECTRIC SHUTTLE

DRIVERLESS SHUTTLE

Bike share and electric bicycles
use human power and electricity,
meaning no emissions.

Electric shuttles are battery powered,
meaning no emissions.

Driverless shuttles are battery
powered, meaning no emissions.

Bike share can be deployed
quickly and require little-to-no
infrastructure.

Electric shuttles come in a range of
sizes to match needed capacity.

Computer control enables picks ups
throughout the route on-demand.

Electric bikes help riders travel up
Pittsburgh hills with ease.

Electric shuttles can be added into
the existing bus stock.

Computer control means battery
power is used as efficiently as
possible.

New bikes can be incorporated into
the existing bike share network.

With a human driver, electric shuttles
can travel on any city street.

Driverless shuttles travel on their own
dedicated paths.

Additional bike share options can be
operated by private companies.

Battery-power reduces engine
noise, making these shuttles much
quieter.

Separate pathways and multiple
passengers result in reduced traffic
congestion.

Image Source: WESA
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Image Source: Rinspeed

Image Source: Olli

Refining the route
Neighborhood Input: Following the second public
meeting, the project team scheduled several
meetings with study area neighborhoods. These
meetings directly contributed to the creation of
the final mobility corridor. The development of the
preferred route can be viewed on starting on page
24.
Squirrel Hill Urban Coalition: As part of a
neighborhood meeting, the Squirrel Hill Urban
Coalition discussed the Mon-Oakland Mobility Plan
with the project team. Residents desired expanded
bicycle connections through Junction Hollow and
desired that those connections remain open
through the entirety of the construction of the green
infrastructure project. The residents also desired
to see ridership demand estimates to support the
additional transit route.

Advisory Group: The project team met with the
citizen advisory group at Staghorn Garden Café, a
coffee shop in Greenfield. The project team invited
the advisory group to discuss the latest form of
the mobility corridor after the incorporation of
each neighborhood’s input. Overall, the advisory
group was satisfied with the microtransit system
noting its minimal impact on the existing congested
transportation network. The group also called out
the proposed route’s minimal impact to the park by
clustering of the transit route next to the CSX rails.
The advisory group questioned the visual impact of
the transit route on the park, opening a discussion
with the project team on screening the route with
hedges. The advisory group also saw the hedge as
an opportunity to safely separate park activities
from the CSX rails.

Oakland
Planning
and
Development
Corporation: The project team met with Oakland
neighborhood stakeholders to discuss the mobility
corridor. The focus of this meeting was on where
the transit should operate within the already transitrich Oakland neighborhood. Conversations included
determining which streets were most appropriate for
transit travel, how to connect to South Oakland, and
how to make the transit system more useful for all
residents on the proposed transit corridor.
CSX rails pass under I-376 in the Four Mile Run
neighborhood
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Developing the Network : Initial Conceptual Network
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SCHENLEY
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OAKLAND

SOUTH SIDE
WORKS

Legend

Initial Proposed System Path

Initial Conceptual Network: From the results of the January public meeting, the project team developed the Initial Conceptual Network. This network featured loops
in Oakland, a trunk route through Junction Hollow and Four Mile Run, and two additional loops between Greenfield and Hazelwood and Hazelwood and the Tech
Center. The project team then took this network to each neighborhood and gathered more input and refinements described in the following pages.
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Developing the Network : Greenfield - February 5 at Magee Rec Center
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Initial Proposed System Path
Community-Guided Changes

Greenfield Community Association: The project team met with the Greenfield Community Association, where association members contributed key additions to the
preferred alternative. These included potential staircase locations between their neighborhood and Hazelwood and Four Mile Run, as well as the reopening of Sylvan
Avenue for bicycles, pedestrians, and microtransit. Members said that this would bring more positive activity to the abandoned road and help to eliminate safety
concerns.
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Developing the Network : South Oakland - February 6 at Frazier Field House
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Initial Proposed System Path
Community-Guided Changes

The South Oakland Neighborhood Group: Over 15 residents met in South Oakland to discuss the Mon-Oakland Mobility Plan in a more intimate, neighborhoodfocused setting. The main concern of this group was that South Oakland has historically been left out of any proper transit option. The residents desired new transit
options to replace the previously operated Port Authority routes.
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Developing the Network : Four Mile Run - February 12 at 700 Saline St.
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Initial Proposed System Path
Community-Guided Changes

Four Mile Run Community: When reviewing the preferred alternative, Four Mile Run residents’ primary concern was the impact of non-residents on parking and traffic
within the neighborhood. The group discussed the possibility of limiting access to a station in this neighborhood through geographical separation (moving the transit to
the top of the hill next to the CSX line) and/or technological separation (requiring a special code to hail the microtransit within that neighborhood).
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Developing the Network : Hazelwood - February 13 at Hazelwood Living Active
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Initial Proposed System Path
Community-Guided Changes

Hazelwood Initiative: The project team spoke at a Hazelwood Initiative meeting to gain input on the preferred alternative. Hazelwood residents stressed the
importance of keeping the Hazelwood Green site integrated into the greater Hazelwood neighborhood. Some residents believed the route did not go far enough into
the greater Hazelwood neighborhood, especially to Glen Hazel, while others saw this as an opportunity to create a direct connection to the South Side.
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Developing the Network : Squirrel Hill - Feb 15 at Children Institute
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Initial Proposed System Path
Community-Guided Changes

Squirrel Hill Urban Coalition: The Squirrel Hill Urban Coalition discussed the Mon-Oakland Mobility Plan with the project team. Residents desired expanded bicycle
connections through Junction Hollow and desired that those connections remain open through the entirety of the construction of the green infrastructure project. The
residents also desired to see ridership demand estimates to support the additional transit route. No changes to the routes were proposed.
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Developing the Network : Hazelwood Green - March 12 on site
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Initial Proposed System Path
Community-Guided Changes

Hazelwood Green Network Improvements: Katrina Flora, representing Hazelwood Green, offered a glimpse of Hazelwood Green’s plans of development. This
conversation helped adjust the route to occupy the appropriate streets through the development and showed planned connections through the neighborhood.
Completed March 12, 2018 at the Hazelwood Green site -office trailer.
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Public Meeting 3: February 20, 2018
The project team hosted the third public meeting on
February 20th, 2018 at the Pittsburgh Firefighters
Local No. 1 fire hall in the Hazelwood neighborhood.
This meeting brought the preferred alternative to
the public for the first time after incorporating the
suggestions made by each neighborhood.
The meeting began with a meet and greet where
attendees could view the results of the first public
meeting. This included a breakdown of the preferred
alternative into segments. Each of these boards
included illustrated street sections and perspectives
depicting what the finished mobility corridor could
look like. Project team members were standing by
to answer questions and take further comments on
the preferred alternative.

An illustration of the re-opened Sylvan Ave through
Greenfield

DOMI lead a presentation for the bulk of the
meeting. This presentation introduced the preferred
alternative as well as microtransit to the attendees.
After the presentation, the floor was opened for
questions and comments on the project. Once DOMI
addressed these questions, attendees were invited
to continue offering comments on the preferred
alternative by visiting each of the boards set up in
the room.
After this meeting, the project team worked to
alleviate major issues brought up at this meeting
and to complete the cost and ridership estimates. The
end result was the final Proposed Mobility Corridor.

An illustration of Junction Hollow with mobility and
green infrastructure improvements
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Public Meeting 3: Attendees List
We would like to acknowledge and thank the participation of the following residents.
NAMES
Fran Bertonaschi
David Holcomb
Zakk Roberts
Mel Packer
James Habberfield
Jonah McAllister-Erickson
Marian Lien
Claudia Kirkpatrick
Michael Pastorkovich
Laura Wiens
Stacey Vernallis
Ian Lipsky
Eric Boerer
Tricia Loughran
Adams Carroll
Tinker Mahoney
Henry Simonds
Lori Rue
Barbara Kuhns
Shaena Ulissi
Georganne Lingenfelter
James Morgan
Claude LaVallee
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Ryder Lythos
Peg Schmidt
Margaret Krauss
Mary Gallagher
Dianne Duursma
Eleanor Wilson
Katelyn Haas
Andrew Hussein
Renee Robinson
Donna Dzurilla
Daniel Tkacik
Helen Gerhardt
Jason Beery
Dean Mougianis
Amber Rooke
Ryan Walsh

Attendees receive an update on the Mobility Plan

Attendee view the display boards set up around the
room

Proposed Mobility Corridor : Microtransit
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Microtransit Route
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Microtransit Stop
Four Mile Run Resident Stop Only

Multi-Modal Stop
On-Demand Zone
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Proposed Mobility Corridor : Microtransit
The proposed mobility corridor is a comprehensive
alternative transportation network comprised of
bicycle/pedestrian path and a microtransit cart-way.
The corridor is divided into three sections - Junction
Hollow, Sylvan Avenue, and the Hazelwood riverfront
- and four on-demand zones. While the microtransit
includes traditional stops, it should be noted that
the transit would be accessible anywhere along the
fixed route and within the on-demand zones. The
microtransit would not be restricted to any particular
direction, meaning a full loop would not required for
a rider to reach their destination.

Junction Hollow: In Oakland, the microtransit has
two proposed stops: one at CMU on Neville Street
and one at the Schenley Plaza on Bigelow Boulevard.
These stops should be multi-modal stops, meaning
transfers between Port Authority bus, the future
BRT, and bike share would be simple. From these
two stops, the microtransit route would converge at
Joncaire and Boundary Streets where the third stop
is proposed. The microtransit would leave Boundary
Street and align to the edge of the right-of-way of the
CSX rails. This alignment would continue through
Schenley Park, ensuring separation from park
activities.
In Four Mile Run, the microtransit would cross under
the CSX rail bridge and then turn west, making a
climb next to the rails above the neighborhood under
the I-376 overpass. Further engineering is required
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Concept for the northern terminus of the mobility
corridor on Neville Street

to determine the best way to access the Swinburne
Bridge via this location. Current proposals include
a ramp or a vehicular lift that may include bicycle
and pedestrian access. Until this engineering is
completed, the microtransit would continue on the
hilltop and enter Saline Street before turning on to
Greenfield Avenue and eventually Sylvan Avenue.
A neighborhood-exclusive stop is proposed in Four
Mile Run under the I-376 overpass which would be
used only by residents. A stop is also proposed at the
intersection of Sylvan Avenue and Greenfield Avenue.

An Olli autonomous shuttle
Courtesy localmotors.com

Proposed Mobility Corridor : Microtransit
Sylvan Avenue: The microtransit and bicycle/
pedestrian paths would join on Sylvan Avenue.
These paths would feature either a landscaped or
hard buffer between them. The microtransit would
connect to the Greenfield neighborhood at Bud
Hammer Field via a newly proposed trail / stairs with
runnels to allow easy access for pedestrians and
bicyclist. The final stop on this portion of the corridor
would be at Sylvan Avenue and Hazelwood Avenue.
The microtransit would continue across Hazelwood
Avenue to Marsden Street, head west, and connect
to Gertrude Street through a city-owned parcel.
Hazelwood Riverfront: Through the Hazelwood
neighborhood, the microtransit route would
travel along Gertrude Street and turn west on the
Elizabeth Street. At Elizabeth and Second Avenue,
Hazelwood would have a multi-modal station where
Port Authority Bus riders could make a transfer onto
the microtransit network and all users could transfer
to or from a bikeshare system. This multi-modal
stop would ensure that commutes for residents
of Greater Hazelwood to the Oakland employment
center would be efficient and time-saving. The
microtransit would continue through the Hazelwood
neighborhood to Blair Street, turn north and then
east on to Tecumseh Street. The microtransit would
turn north onto Gloster Street before reaching its
final stop before entering Hazelwood Green at the
intersection of Hazelwood and Gloster.

Conceptual design of an elevator system to
connect the new path to the Swinburne Bridge.

In the Hazelwood Green portion of the Hazelwood
neighborhood, the microtransit is expected to
continue on the newly-extended Blair Street The
microtransit would have a multi-modal stop at the
entrance to the pedestrian Hot Metal Bridge before
turning on to Second Avenue and making its final
stop at the intersection of Swinburne Street and
Second Avenue. Once the temporary route through
Saline is removed, the microtransit would reconnect
to the Junction Hollow portion via the ramp or lift on
the Swinburne bridge.

On-demand Zones: The microtransit would not be
bound to a fixed route. Four neighborhoods would
have on-demand service available to them: Oakland,
South Oakland, Greenfield, and Hazelwood. This
on-demand service would enable riders near the
transit route to hail the transit, much like an Uber©.
In times of high-usage, the on-demand service may
not go directly to the user’s place of origin, instead
grouping requests into close-by areas. This dynamic
grouping would ensure that riders do not have to
wait extensive amounts of time.
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Proposed Mobility Corridor : Bicycle and Pedestrian

Legend
Microtransit Route
Temporary Route

Microtransit Stop
Four Mile Run Resident Stop Only
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Multi-Modal Stop
Bicycle/Pedestrian Connection

Junction Hollow: Neville Street would feature
bicycle and pedestrian improvements and connect
walkers and cyclists to the Joncaire city steps.
Through Junction Hollow itself, the bicycle and
pedestrian path would continue on roughly the same
route as the existing path. Bicycle and pedestrian
improvements on Juno Street would improve
connectivity to South Oakland. In the Four Mile Run
neighborhood, walkers and cyclists would follow the
microtransit route down Saline Street or take the
stairs at the end of Alexis Street.
Sylvan Avenue: While one path, pedestrians and
cyclists would be separated from the microtransit
route by hard or soft landscaping. Pedestrians
and cyclists would be connected to Monongahela
Street from Sylvan Avenue, further strengthening
the bicycle and pedestrian network. The bicycle/
pedestrian path would end at Sylvan Avenue and
Hazelwood Avenue where walkers and cyclists
would be connected to quiet urban streets and an
extensive sidewalk network.
Hazelwood Riverfront: Two connections are
proposed in this segment of the mobility corridor. The
first would connect the Hazelwood Green site across
Irvine Street with a pedestrian bridge. The second
would reconnect South Oakland to Hazelwood and
the Pittsburgh Tech Center with a pedestrian bridge.
The multi-modal station in Hazelwood at the
intersection of Elizabeth Street and Second Ave
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Ridership/Shuttle Forecast for 2020

There are two components to the shuttle forecasts:
institutional and public. Institutional ridership
includes demand from travel between Pittsburgh
Technology Center (PTC) and Carnegie-Mellon
University (CMU) and University of Pittsburgh (Pitt),
as well as the Hazelwood Green (formerly Almono)
site. Public or resident-oriented ridership consists
of commuter, non-commuter, and student travel
demand associated with Oakland/Hazelwood,
Squirrel Hill/Greenfield, and Four Mile Run.
The institutional forecasts were developed using
ridership data received from the institutions
documenting circa 2015 CMU and Pitt riders on
existing shuttle services, and then grown based on
an annual rate used for transit trips in the AlmonoJunction Hollow Transit Connector Study (0.56%/
year). The number of Hazelwood Green riders
reflects the anticipated presence of 90,000 square
feet of research and development uses in 2020.
The public forecasts were developed for Year 2020
using the SPC regional travel model with Cycle 10a
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Number of Shuttle Riders (2020)

User
Type
Institutional1

Public2

The ridership estimates were developed for opening
year of 2020. Forecasts are for an average weekday
and associated AM and PM peak hours. The analysis
assumed that the shuttle will operate at a frequency
of five minutes with a dwell time at stations of one
minute. The shuttle was assumed to be free (no
fare) during the initial pilot phase.

Location

AM Peak
Hour

PM Peak
Hour

Weekday

AM % of
Weekday

PM % of
Weekday

Hazelwood Green (CMU)3

26

18

176

15%

10%

PTC (CMU)

26

17

175

15%

10%

PTC (PITT)

21

21

206

10%

10%

TOTAL INSTITUTIONAL RIDERS

72

56

556

13%

10%

Oakland/Hazelwood

20

20

199

10%

10%

Squirrel Hill/Greenfield

10

9

95

11%

9%

Four Mile Run

14

13

136

10%

10%

Sub-Total Non-Student Public

44

42

430

10%

10%

Four Mile Run (Students)

26

26

258

10%

10%

TOTAL PUBLIC RIDERS

70

68

688

10%

10%

142

124

1,244

4

TOTAL SHUTTLE RIDERSHIP

1 - Based on ridership data received from the institutions documenting Circa 2015 CMU (PTC) and PITT shuttle riders; growth based on annual rate
2 - The total number of public riders based on resident oriented travel forecasted by the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission’s regional travel model
3 - Reflects 90,000 sf of R&D development in Year 2020
4 - Based on assumptions used in the previous Almono-Junction Hollow Transit Connector Study

land use forecasts. Student ridership was based
on forecasts developed in the previous AlmonoJunction Hollow Transit Connector Study. Forecasts
do not include riders that use the shuttle service
and transfer to/from other transit services.
The shuttle service was coded as a fixed route/fixed
station premium service allowing only pedestrian
and bicycle access to the stations. Table above
shows the route and station locations along with the
assumed catchment areas associated with each
station. The assumed service route is Four Mile
Run – Greenfield – Hazelwood / Hazelwood Green

– PTC - Four Mile Run – CMU - Pitt - Four Mile Run.
The catchment areas considered roadway/walkway
locations and physical constraints, but are in general
four blocks walking distance from the station.
Travel time between stations was based on an
evaluation of running speeds in mixed-flow traffic
and over exclusive right-of-way segments. The travel
time for shared use segments was developed based
on shuttle travel speed plus additional time due to
congestion. The travel time on dedicated rights-ofway is based on travel speed. The assumed shuttle
speed is 15 miles per hour.

Shuttle Operating Estimates
High-level capital, operating, and maintenance costs
were estimated for both an Autonomous Vehicle (AV)
and Electric Vehicle (EV) transit shuttle service for a
pilot period of five years. The cost estimate is based
on acquisition of nine shuttles. The effort identified
capital costs, operating costs, and maintenance
costs for AV and EV options. The AV option will be
an electric vehicle with AV technology. The EV option
will be an electric vehicle without AV technology.
The cost estimates also addressed the difference
between leasing and purchasing the vehicles
for both AV and EV options. The cost estimate is
based on year 2020 dollars (as the service will
begin in 2020) and includes an inflation factor for
subsequent operational year. The cost summary
compares vehicle types and includes a purchase or
lease analysis.

Capital Costs: Capital Costs include pre-pilot
activity costs and the cost for initial procurement
of the vehicles. Infrastructure upgrades, including
inductive charging stations, maintenance facility
property, and maintenance bay areas for vehicles,
are excluded from the capital costs estimate.

Description

AV (Unmanned)

AV (Manned)

EV (Manned)

Prepare for Pilot

$124,400

$124,400

$104,400

Conduct Testing

$66,575

$66,575

$17,975

Subtotal - Pilot Preparation

$190,975

$190,975

$122,375

Conduct the Pilot (O&M Service) - Lease

$14,562,961

$16,404,442

$16,819,634

Total Cost - Lease

$14,753,936

$16,595,417

$16,942,009

Conduct the Pilot (O&M Service) - Purchase

$10,366,285

$12,552,675

$15,963,999

Total Cost - Purchase

$10,557,260

$12,743,650

$16,086,374

Pre-Pilot Activity Costs include:
• Preliminary engineering
• Creating a work plan
• Hosting a kickoff meeting
• Creating a testing plan
• Creating standard operating procedures and
a maintenance plan
• Conducting testing delivering the vehicles
conducting off-site testing conducting field
testing
• Several meetings regarding testing
• Permits

Procurement Costs include:
• Initial mobilization cost for the lease option
• Initial capital cost of the vehicles for the
purchase cost, using an average cost based
on high-level project requirements
O&M Costs include:
• Electricity
• Communications
• Office (lease, equipment, and measuring
performance measures) and maintenance
facility utilities
• Labor (AV concierge, EV driver, maintenance
personnel, and operational personnel)
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Public Meeting 4 : May 22, 2018 -

International Union Operating Engineers

The project team hosted the final public meeting on May 22, 2018 at the International Union
of Operating Engineers building in the Four Mile Run neighborhood. The primary purpose of
this meeting was for Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority (PWSA) to provide a status update
on the Green Infrastructure project through the Junction Hollow and for the project team to
collect the final elements needed to design the bicycle and pedestrian portion of the path.
The meeting began with a meet and greet where attendees were invited to provide input on
their preferences on lighting, materials, and design type. This activity included two boards
with voting stickers and sticky notes, allowing attendees to simply vote or to provide their
insights on the options.
PWSA gave a brief project background that tied the mobility plan to the green infrastructure
plan. At this point, the projects’ schedules had aligned to the point where the mobility plan
final presentation coinsided with PWSA kick off of their project.
The project team gave an update on the Mon-Oakland Mobility Plan’s progress, final route and
final alternatives of microtransit types to be further studied. This was followed by a question
and answer session for the project team, and PWSA.

An interactive display board asking attendees for
their lighting preferences

Following meeting 4, the project team worked to deliver the findings of their planning,
design, and engineering efforts to DOMI and PWSA to ensure the work could move to the
implementation phase.

An interactive display board asking attendees for
their design and material preferences
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Public Meeting 4: Attendees List
We would like to acknowledge and thank the participation of the following residents.

Attendees are informed of the implementation
phase of the mobility corridor
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Public Meeting 4 Results: Lighting and Materials

A lit trail in an urban park setting
Courtesy: ledvance.com

Lighting: Attendees at the fourth public meeting
favored a lit bicycle and pedestrian trail to an unlit
one. The primary concern for those who wished to
have a lit trail was safety. Attendees believed that a lit
trail would be safer and more inviting for walkers and
cyclists and deter criminal activity. Attendees who
wished for the path to be unlit made the argument
that this would preserve the park atmosphere and
limit light pollution. Attendees had a preference for
bollard lighting.
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A permeable asphalt path
Courtesy: estormwater.com

Path Material: Attendees preferred permeable
asphalt, permeable concrete, and grass block to
crushed stone. Attendees called out all materials for
their maintenance needs and quick degradation.

A single path with two material types
Courtesy: ifp.msu.edu

Path Form: Attendees strongly preferred the form of
the bicycle and pedestrian path to be a single path
made of two materials. Attendees commented on
this option’s ability to combine different materials
based on the use (i.g. crushed stone for walking and
running and a smoother surface for cycling).
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Final Recommendations
Temporary route until
Swinburne Bridge is rebuilt

Multimodal stop connects to
new steps onto Forbes Ave

Rebuild Sylvan Street to
serve as multimodal trail

Keep system next to train
tracks away from trails

Extend microtransit into the
heart of Hazelwood

Keep system next to train
tracks, away from streets
Multimodal stop with bike
share and bus connections
Stop on Hot Metal Bridge to
capture South Side

ROUTE

STOPS

The route should concentrate on connecting
Oakland to Hazelwood. To make this microtransit
system reliable, the connection immediately next
to the tracks in Schenley Park and the connection
up to Sylvan and throughout the Hazelwood
neighborhood are important as these roads allow
the system to have dedicated space that is not
inhibited by congestion.

Shown in purple, these stops are important to the
success of the system. These stops are multimodal
stops, where the system will integrate with Port
Authority system, and bike shares. In orange
are the suggested stops where call buttons can
be installed for residents without smart phones.
Shown in light green is the restricted stop, where
only residents from the Four Mile Run will be able
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to call the system. This restriction will need to be
integrated in the smart-phone app to be tailored for
this system.
All stops should have sheltered seating, with an
information screen that will show the expected
wait time for the system arrival. The multimodal
stops should be integrated in the existing should be
located near local gathering places such as coffee
shops or eateries.

PEDESTRIAN AND BIKES

PATH, LIGHTS, AND MATERIALS

Shown in green, new steps and trails are to be
added to allow safer pedestrian connectivity
between the neighborhoods. Due to the
topographical challenges, several steps have been
recommended to be reopened, or built new. In
these cases, a bike runnel should be installed.
Steps should be well illuminated and signage
should be installed for the first years until the
community is aware of their location.

All pedestrian paths should be of permeable
materials, unless it is in an area that is prone to
flooding, in which case the more durable material
should be used. Paths should be well lit, with
proximity dimmable light solutions to decrease light
pollution, and to highlight areas where pedestrians
are walking. All lighting should be of pedestrian
scale, not vehicular height or design. When
possible, well indicated separate paths should

Sidewalks should extend on
N Neville St to Fifth Ave

Trail from Sylvan Ave up to
Bud Hammer Playground

be built for pedestrian, bicycles, and microtransit
system.
As part of the pedestrian path, shaded park
benches should be built that are well lit at night for
safety and security.

Recondition all trails to
increase connection

New steps from Four Mile
Run to Greenfield Ave

Trail from Sylvan down to
Monongahela St

Long Term: Rebuild bridge
over Irvine St to Hazelwood

New steps and trail up to
Charles Anderson Bridge

Long Term: Rebuild steps
over Interstate
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